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Abstract We image seismic intrinsic (Q−1
i ) and scattering (Q−1

s ) attenuations in Long Valley Caldera,
California, by analyzing more than 1,700 vertical component waveforms from local earthquakes. Observed
energy envelopes are fit to the diffusion model and seismic attenuation images are produced using
two-dimensional space weighting functions. Low intrinsic and low scattering attenuation anomalies in the
center south of the caldera correspond to the location of an earthquake swarm in 2014. We identify high
intrinsic and high scattering attenuation anomalies in the fluid-rich western and eastern areas of the caldera.
From a comparison with other geophysical images (magnetotellurics and seismic tomography) we attribute
these anomalies to a hydrothermal system (high attenuation). Average to high attenuation values are also
observed at the adjacent Mammoth Mountain (southwest of the caldera) and may also have a hydrothermal
origin. High intrinsic attenuation at low frequencies to the west of the Hartley Springs Fault may be
produced by the magmatic system that produced the Inyo Craters. Seismic attenuation imaging provides
insights into subsurface structures that are complementary to velocity and conductivity images.

1. Introduction

Long Valley is an ellipsoidal caldera located in eastern California that formed 756 ka (Bailey et al., 1976).
Other major geologic structures in the area include ENE-dipping range-front normal faults, including the
Hartley Springs Fault (HSF) north of the caldera and Hilton Creek Fault (HCF) to the south, and Mammoth
Mountain, situated outside the southwest edge of the caldera. More recent rhyolitic eruptions within the
caldera took place 570–505, 360–330, 150, and 115–110 ka (Heumann et al., 2002). The most recent volcanic
activity in the region occurred outside the structural caldera (Hildreth, 2004) in a north-south trending zone
that includes Mono-Inyo Craters (35–0.6 ka, rhyolitic), Mammoth Mountain (200–500 ka, basalt through
dacite) and eruptions in Mono Lake (250 years old, dacitic). The entire system may be underlain by an elongate
feeder system (e.g., Eichelberger et al., 1984; Fink, 1985; Miller, 1985).

Unrest at Long Valley began in 1978 south of the caldera and migrated into the caldera in 1980 (Rundle &
Hill, 1988). In 1980 four M ≈ 6 earthquakes occurred at the edge of the Sierra Nevada block (Taylor & Bryant,
1980). Since then there have been numerous earthquake swarms including a major swarm in 1983 and a
long-duration swarm in 1997–1998 (Hill et al., 2003; Prejean et al., 2002). All these swarms were accompanied
by rapid uplift of the resurgent dome within the caldera (Dreger et al., 2000; Hill, 2006). The most recent earth-
quake swarm occurred in 2014 (Shelly et al., 2015). It was the largest swarm in the caldera since the 1997–1998
swarm and occurred below the southeast edge of the resurgent dome. Shelly et al. (2016) attributed the
upward migration of hypocenters to rapid ascent of high-pressure low-viscosity aqueous fluids.

Earthquake swarms are also common at adjacent Mammoth Mountain. Upper crustal swarms were reported
in 1989 (Hill & Prejean, 2005; Prejean et al., 2003) and 2014 (Shelly et al., 2015). In 1989 an earthquake swarm
6 months in duration was reported along with deformation, long-period events, increased heat flow, and vent-
ing of volcanic gases (Hill et al., 1990). These swarms have been attributed to CO2-rich fluids, and fluctuations
in surface CO2 emissions are correlated with deeper swarm activity (Lewicki et al., 2014).

Together with earthquakes swarms, Long Valley has experienced episodes of uplift centered on the resur-
gent dome (Langbein, 2003; Savage et al., 1987; Tizzani et al., 2009) and no important subsidence has been
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reported. A key question is whether the seismicity and uplift are the result of new injections of magma within
the crust or have a hydrological origin.

Based on some combination of deformation and microgravity data, a number of studies have attributed the
uplift to magma intrusion (Battaglia, Segall, Murray, et al., 2003; Battaglia, Segall, Roberts, 2003; Langbein,
2003; Montgomery-Brown et al., 2015). A host of tomographic images of the region have been produced
over the past decades (e.g., Black et al., 1991; Kissling, 1988; Foulger et al., 2003), and in some images, low
velocities are attributed to partial melt (Foulger et al., 2003; Seccia et al., 2011) including at depths as shallow
as 5 km (e.g., Lin, 2015). Nakata and Shelly (2018) imaged a reflector at around 8.2 km below the caldera,
which they propose to be the upper surface of residual magma. Importantly, detecting melt is a necessary
but not sufficient condition for uplift to be promoted by intrusion. While the geodetic and microgravity data
document temporal changes, the seismic images provide a static picture and hence cannot address where
and when changes occurred.

In contrast, a variety of geological and geochemical measurements suggest that new intrusions are unlikely.
There was a great reduction in the intracaldera eruption rate since 650 ka (Hildreth, 2004), there is a mod-
est CO2 flux on the south flank of the resurgent dome (Bergfeld et al., 2006) that Lucic et al. (2015) found is
mainly biogenic, heat flow is normal (Hurwitz et al., 2010), seismicity is low (Hill, 2006; Prejean et al., 2002;
Shelly et al., 2016), and low Helium isotope ratios do not indicate new magma (Suemmicht et al., 2015).
Instead, a number of studies have proposed that the uplift is produced by the upward migration of aque-
ous fluids released from old, crystallizing magmas at depth (e.g., Hildreth, 2017; Hurwitz et al., 2007; Hutnak
et al., 2009). Cold temperatures (Hurwitz et al., 2010) and hydrothermal mineral deposits (Sorey et al., 1991)
in a deep well within the resurgent dome, and an electrically conductive anomaly beneath the dome
(Peacock et al., 2016), suggest instead that this region is a fossil hydrothermal system. The seismic swarms (Hill,
2006) and shallow geothermal flows (Hurwitz et al., 2010; Lucic et al., 2015) occur south of this inferred fossil
hydrothermal system.

The role of active magmatism beneath Mammoth Mountain is more clear given the combination of large gas
emissions (Lewicki et al., 2014) and both shallow and deep seismicity (Shelly & Hill, 2011; Shelly et al., 2015).
At Mammoth, electrical resistivity images also identify anomalies that may be produced by active hydrother-
mal systems (Hill, 1976; Peacock et al., 2016).

Here we use seismic attenuation imaging and its strong relationship to the thermal state of the rocks and the
structural complexity of the medium to identify subsurface features (e.g., Del Pezzo, 2008; De Siena et al., 2014;
Martínez-Arevalo et al., 2005; Prudencio et al., 2015; Sato et al., 2012). As both types of attenuation (scattering,
Q−1

s , structural complexity and intrinsic, Q−1
i , thermal state) may be significant at volcanoes, distinguishing

between Q−1
i and Q−1

s may help us interpret subsurface anomalies.

In the present study, we obtain two-dimensional intrinsic (Q−1
i ) and scattering (Q−1

s ) attenuation images of
Long Valley Caldera by applying the fitting procedure described in Wegler and Lühr (2001) with the diffusion
model and the back projection technique proposed by Prudencio et al. (2013) and improved by Del Pezzo et al.
(2016). We use local earthquakes and stations and hence are able to probe the upper 3–5 km of the crust, lim-
iting our ability to characterize deeper structure. Nevertheless, in combination with geological observations,
geochemical measurements, and other geophysical images that are sensitive to other physical parameters, we
confirm that seismic attenuation images may identify faults as well as fossil and active hydrothermal systems.
We find no evidence for large magma bodies at shallow (3- to 5-km) depths.

2. Methods, Data, and Data Processing
2.1. Data
We analyzed seismic recordings of 3,694 local earthquakes (M ≥ 1.5) from 2000 through the end of November
2016 identified by the Northern California Seismic System and with focal depths shallower than 10 km
(Figure 1). The vertical component seismic recordings for short-period geophones and broadband sensors
(a total of 73 sites) were obtained from the Northern California Earthquake Data Center (NCEDC, 2014). The
instrument responses were corrected, and a 0.5-Hz high-pass filter was applied to minimize microseism noise.

2.2. Multiple Scattering, the Diffusion Model
Del Pezzo et al. (2006) studied seismic attenuation at Mount Vesuvius using small local volcano-tectonic earth-
quakes. They fitted more than 400 S-coda envelopes to multiple scattering (following Zeng’s approximation,
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Figure 1. Topographic map of Long Valley Caldera where the boundary of the caldera is marked with black squares.
Earthquakes (colored dots) and stations (white triangles) used in the analysis are also shown. The red star with its label
(71748030) and two station labeled (red triangles, MLM and MMLB) correspond to the examples of Figure 2. Bigger gray
dots correspond to Inyo Crater vents. The box in the insert map shows the location of Long Valley Caldera in California.
HSF = Hartley Springs Fault.

Zeng, 1991) and diffusion models to separately obtain intrinsic and scattering quality factors. They concluded
that the multiple scattering and diffusion models produce similar results, which suggests that the diffusion
regime can be assumed to describe the seismic energy decay. For the diffusion model to be valid, the lapse
time, t, should be greater than the transport mean free path, ltr, divided for the wave velocity:

t > ltr∕v (1)

As shown in the results section, this condition is fulfilled at Long Valley and, therefore, we assumed that
diffusion model is an appropriate approximation for the region.

We applied the transport equation in its asymptotic approximation (diffusion model) to separately determine
scattering and intrinsic attenuation coefficients (Sato et al., 2012). We followed the fitting procedure described
by Wegler and Lühr (2001) that was used to model seismic attenuation at Merapi volcano.

2.3. Data Processing
The seismogram energy envelope is described by a diffusion model, E[r, t], as a function of source-receiver
distance, r, and time since origin, t,

E[r, t] = E0(4πdt)−p∕2 exp

[
− r2

4dt
− bt

]
(2)

where E0 is the energy at the source, d is the diffusivity, b is the intrinsic attenuation coefficient, and p rep-
resents the geometrical spreading term (Dainty & Toksöz, 1981). Attenuation coefficients d and b are directly
related to intrinsic and scattering quality factors, Qi and Qs, respectively, through the following equations:

Qi =
2πf

b
(3)

Qs =
2πfpd

v2
(4)

where f is the central frequency of filtered seismograms and v is the half-space velocity. We used a constant
velocity of v = 3.4 km/s, which is the average S-wave velocity from the P-wave velocity model by Lin (2015)
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assuming a Vp∕Vs ratio of 1.7. As scattered waves composing the coda in volcanic regions propagate mostly in
the uppermost crust (Del Pezzo et al., 1997), we considered only the first 5 km to average the velocity. Finally,
total Q can be defined by

Q−1
t = Q−1

i + Q−1
s (5)

For each seismogram intrinsic and scattering coefficients were estimated by the following procedure:

1. Filtering. We carried out a spectral analysis to select the central frequency bands to filter the seismograms.
Based on this analysis, seismic signals were filtered at seven frequency bands using Butterworth band-pass
filters of eight poles with corner frequencies at 0.4fc and 1.6fc (bandwidth of fc ±0.6fc). The central frequen-
cies, fc, of selected frequency bands are 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 20, and 24 Hz. Signal-to-noise ratio was measured
in each seismogram, and all the waveforms with a value lower than 2 were rejected. The final data set
contains more than 1,700 vertical waveforms for the lowest frequency (4 Hz) and up to 22,000 for highest
frequency (24 Hz). Figure 2a shows two examples of filtered seismograms and the corresponding unfiltered
signal’s spectrum.

2. Signal extraction. We extracted filtered seismograms from the S wave onset to 30 s measured from the
origin time. Hence, tmin is equal to S-wave arrival time and tmax corresponds to the time interval, which is
always 30 s. Figure 2b shows the selected signal window.

3. Signal envelope. Energy envelopes of the seismograms were obtained by applying a Hilbert transform to
1.4-s moving windows with an overlap of 50% to the neighboring window for each frequency band.

4. Parameter estimation. We fit energy envelopes to equation (2) by using a least square method to obtain b
and d and, consequently, Qi and Qs. The first term of equation (2), E0(4πdt)−p∕2, is also obtained from the
fit and has no influence on the waveform but only on the absolute value, and therefore, it is not used to
estimate attenuation values. The trade-off between b and d parameters was analyzed in Prudencio et al.
(2013). They obtained an uncertainty interval of 8% and 6% for b and d, respectively. The lack of a trade-off
between b and d allows attenuation effects to be estimated independently.
We assume p = 3 as the geometrical spreading term for body waves. We discarded data with a correlation
coefficient between the theoretical model and experimental data obtained from the fit lower than 0.7 (R <

0.7). Finally, we used b and d in equations (3) and (4) to obtain Qi and Qs. Given b and d, the transport mean
free path (ltr = 3d∕v) and the absorption length (li = v∕b) can also be calculated. Figure 2b shows two
examples of best fits.

2.4. Mapping Spatial Variation of Attenuation
To compute the spatial distribution of intrinsic and scattering attenuations we followed the back projection
method described by Del Pezzo et al. (2016) based on a space weighting function obtained through numerical
simulation of the transport equation. In the present paper we briefly describe the weighting method and the
imaging technique, and for more detailed information the reader is referred to Del Pezzo et al. (2016).

1. Following Yoshimoto (2000), energy envelopes were numerically estimated using numerical simulations
with the Monte Carlo technique. In this approach the seismic energy particles propagate following
Fermat’s rules and change their direction when they encounter a scatterer (the scatterers are assumed to
be randomly distributed, with the shape of their distribution depending on the attenuation parameters).
The sum of their energies at the receiver, as a function of propagation time, defines the energy envelope.

2. There are two separate weighting functions, one for intrinsic attenuation and a second for scattering atten-
uation. The one for intrinsic attenuation is obtained from the path density (the number of elementary paths
inside a small volume), while the scattering attenuation function was obtained from the collision den-
sity (the number of scatterers that produced the synthetic envelope). In case diffusion occurs, it has been
observed that the two weighting functions have almost the same shape and for that reason we applied a
unique weighting function for both intrinsic and scattering attenuation imaging. This weighting function
is characterized by two peaks located at the position of the receiver and source.

3. For each event-station pair, Qi and Qs space distributions can be expressed as the product of the weighting
function described above. We divided the area into 5×5-km2 cells, corresponding to the highest resolution
obtained from the synthetic tests, and in each cell we assigned the corresponding Qi and Qs values using
the two-peaked weighting procedure based on each event-station pair. The final spatial distributions of the
intrinsic and scattering attenuations were obtained by averaging all Qi and Qs values assigned to every cell.
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Figure 2. (a) Vertical records of earthquake 71748030 recorded at stations MLM and MMLB for the seven frequency
bands with corner frequencies at 0.4fc and 1.6fc analyzed and their unfiltered spectra. Signal spectrum is plotted with
blue color and obtained by analyzing 1-s time window after P-wave arrival time. Noise spectrum is plotted with a red
line, and it corresponds to 1-s time window 5 s before P-wave arrival time. (b) Two examples of the best fit of observed
energy envelope (black line) at 16 Hz and theoretical curve (red line) for the logarithmic energy density corrected for
geometrical spreading of body waves as a function of time.

2.5. Synthetic Tests
We performed a checkerboard test to assess the resolution of the representation method. This synthetic test
only evaluates the maximum resolution we can reach with the current source-station coverage, with the
attenuation values already obtained from fitting the diffusion model to the data.

We assign different input values of b and d to each cell, with b = 0.4 (Qi = 100) and d = 7 (Qs = 352) for low
anomalies and b = 0.75 (Qi = 50) and d = 0.06 (Qs = 3) for high anomalies. For ith source-receiver couple
we estimated average b and d parameters (bi and di , which correspond to ith couple) weighted by the same
probability function used. Finally, we obtained the reconstructed images (d, e, and f panels in Figures 3
and 4). The results show that the selected cell dimension (5 × 5 km2) should allow us to interpret the
distribution of intrinsic and scattering attenuations in Long Valley Caldera.

3. Results and Discussion

There is a long history of developing rock physics models to relate rock properties to seismic attenuation (e.g.,
Biot, 1956; Mavko & Nur, 1979; Mavko, 1980; O’Connell & Budiansky, 1977; White, 1975; Winkler & Nur, 1979).
An outstanding challenge remains, however, to address issues of scale and to relate rock physics models to
both scattering and intrinsic Q. For these reasons, geological interpretation of attenuation images remains
mostly based on qualitative considerations founded on the understanding of how rock physics properties
should influence attenuation.
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Figure 3. Ray paths, checkerboard test output images, and Q−1
i and Q−1

s distribution for 4-, 6-, and 8-Hz central
frequencies. (a–c) Ray paths. (d–f ) Checkerboard tests with 5 × 5-km2 cell size. We respectively assigned b = 0.75
(Qi = 50) and d = 0.21 (Qs = 3) for the high intrinsic and scattering anomalies and b = 0.4 (Qi = 100) and d = 23
(Qs = 333) for the low anomalies. (g–i) Q−1

i distribution. (j–l) Q−1
s distribution.

3.1. Topographic Effects, Depth Dependence, and “Leakage Effect” of Attenuation Parameters
The interpretation of attenuation parameters is complicated by depth and “leakage” effects and topography,
all of which can be important in volcanic areas.

Most volcanoes are characterized by large relief that is one of the main sources of surface wave scattering
(Bean et al., 2008; Del Pezzo et al., 1997; Lokmer & Bean, 2010; O’Brien & Bean, 2004, 2009). However, Lokmer
and Bean (2010) concluded that long-time coda remains unaffected, while only the early coda is modified by
topography. We cannot exclude topographic effects from our interpretations, but we are confident that these
effects are minor, especially when we image attenuation anomalies.

Attenuation parameters and their depth dependence have been widely studied and reported in the literature
(e.g., Bianco et al., 2005; Del Pezzo et al., 1995; Ibañez et al., 1990). The main conclusion of these examples is
that depth dependence of seismic attenuation exists and it becomes stronger when the distance between
the earthquake and station is larger, in most cases larger than 200 km. The coda window analyzed here cor-
responds to the first 30 s of the seismogram and, as demonstrated by previous authors, early parts of coda
waves are less sensitive to the depth dependence of attenuation. At the shallow 3- to 5-km depths that dom-
inate our attenuation imaging, seismic tomography images reveal large lateral variations (Lin, 2015); hence,
depth dependence will have less significant effects on the anomaly pattern.
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Figure 4. Ray paths, checkerboard test output images, and Q−1
i and Q−1

s distribution for 12-, 16-, and 20-Hz central
frequencies. (a–c) Ray paths. (d–f ) Checkerboard tests with 5 × 5-km2 cell size. We respectively assigned b = 0.75
(Qi = 50) and d = 0.21 (Qs = 3) for the high intrinsic and scattering anomalies and b = 0.4 (Qi = 100) and d = 23
(Qs = 333) for the low anomalies. (g–i) Q−1

i distribution. (j–l) Q−1
s distribution.

Together with topography and depth dependent effects, the leakage effect may also introduce bias in intrin-
sic attenuation measurements (Margerin et al., 1998; Wegler, 2004) when measuring coda Q. Margerin et al.
(1998) explained leakage for long coda from the transmission of energy in the mantle (with seismic scatter-
ing contribution absent) with no return into the coda. Wegler (2004) showed that when scattering occurs
in a thin layer overlying a transparent half space, energy leakage is higher. In velocity tomography images,
electrical resistivity models, and attenuation images there are strong lateral variations (high heterogeneity).
Therefore, leakage effect due to the structure described by Wegler (2004), of a thin layer overlying a transpar-
ent half space, can be disregarded. If some leakage exists, absolute values of the estimated parameters could
be affected while the pattern of spatial variations will remain the same.

3.2. Intrinsic and Scattering Attenuation Distribution in Long Valley Caldera
Table 1 summarizes average values of Qi , Qs, Qt, ltr, and li for each central frequency estimated by fitting the dif-
fusion model to the energy envelopes. Long Valley Caldera results are in agreement with the values obtained
in other volcanic areas in that scattering phenomena dominate over intrinsic attenuation (Prudencio et al.,
2017, and references therein). The average values for Long Valley are similar to those obtained for Stromboli
Island (ltr ≈ 200 m and li ≈ 20 km; Prudencio et al., 2015) and Deception Island (ltr ≈ 950 m and li ≈ 5 km;
Prudencio et al., 2013) and may allow us to confirm the presence of strong geological heterogeneities from
geothermal systems and shallow melted material.
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Table 1
Average Values of Qi, Qs, Qt, ltr, and li for Long Valley Caldera

Hz Q−1
i Q−1

s Q−1
t Qi Qs Qt ltr (m) li (km)

4 0.0085 ± 0.0004 0.25 ± 0.05 0.26 ± 0.03 117 4 4 500 15

6 0.0078 ± 0.0006 0.20 ± 0.01 0.21 ± 0.02 128 5 5 445 12

8 0.0067 ± 0.0006 0.20 ± 0.01 0.21 ± 0.02 148 5 5 320 7

12 0.0056 ± 0.0004 0.16 ± 0.02 0.17 ± 0.02 180 6 6 290 5

16 0.0049 ± 0.0005 0.14 ± 0.02 0.14 ± 0.03 201 7 7 220 5

20 0.0043 ± 0.0003 0.12 ± 0.03 0.12 ± 0.03 230 8 8 230 5

24 0.0038 ± 0.0002 0.11 ± 0.003 0.11 ± 0.03 260 9 9 210 4

The intrinsic and scattering anomaly distributions estimated with respect to the average values in Table 1 are
presented in Figures 3–5. Because intrinsic attenuation is at least 1 order of magnitude lower than scatter-
ing attenuation, total attenuation perturbations are dominated by scattering attenuation and therefore total
attenuation images are not shown.

Attenuation images are an average over the first 3–5 km below Long Valley Caldera. We estimated this depth
by assuming a depth equal to the minor axis of the scattering ellipsoid and the observed ray coverage. We
obtained the maximum ray coverage between 3- and 5-km depths. It is thus likely that the structure we
observe is dominated by the volume between these depths.

The spatial distributions of intrinsic and scattering anomalies, while not identical, are similar in all frequency
bands analyzed. Lateral variations are up to 70% with respect to the average values in Table 1.

HSF (western edge of the caldera) shows different intrinsic and scattering behavior on both sides of the fault,
and the trace of the fault can be easily identified (Anomaly A1). HCF (southeast of the caldera), in contrast, does
not show this behavior. We found average to high attenuation values at Mammoth Mountain (southwest of
the caldera, Anomaly A2). Finally, a marked low attenuation anomaly is observed in the center of the caldera,
coincident with the position of the southeastern side of the resurgent dome (Anomaly A3). All these anomalies
are superimposed in Figure 5 and will be discussed in the following sections.

3.3. Anomaly A1: HSF
While HCF (in Figure 5) is not easily identified, HSF (in Figure 5) is recognized in both intrinsic and scattering
attenuation images. At lower frequencies (4 and 6 Hz) the western side (West in Figure 5), corresponding to
Sierra Nevada block, shows higher attenuation than the eastern side (East in Figure 5). However, this behav-
ior is the opposite at higher frequencies (20 and 24 Hz): The western side shows lower attenuation and the
eastern side higher attenuation and is consistent in both intrinsic and scattering images. To check whether
this opposite behavior is due to the increasing average value of the region or due to a change in litholo-
gies, we estimate the average values of each side at all frequency bands analyzed. The average values are
shown in Figure 6. As can be observed, the eastern side of the fault (East) has a similar average value at all
frequencies. In contrast, on the western side (West) attenuation varies with frequency, ranging from high
attenuation (at low frequencies) to low attenuation (at high frequencies). Following standard wave propaga-
tion theory, the high attenuation at deeper depths (low frequencies) on the West side of the fault may reflect
the higher heat flow and warmer temperatures produced by the magmatic system that produced the Inyo
Craters and, consequently, a more homogeneous and consolidated structure on the East. However, associat-
ing depth and frequency is not straightforward for our images because weighting function are more sensitive
to structure around the source and station (Del Pezzo et al., 2016). In addition, secondary sources will activate
when primary wavefront passes through heterogeneities, and the frequency sensitivity will be also related
with the size of the heterogeneities (Yamamoto & Sato, 2010). We may thus interpret the western side of HSF
as more heterogeneous (any heterogeneity and of any size), which may be related to old structures or signa-
tures produced during the Inyo eruptions, whereas the eastern side is more homogeneous. It is possible that
this interpretation is not unique and further imaging, analysis, and geological studies are needed to confirm
(or not) that the frequency dependency of attenuation values observed on the western side corresponds to
remaining heat and structures produced by Inyo Crater eruptions.
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Figure 5. Ray paths, checkerboard test output images, and Q−1
i and Q−1

s distribution for 24-Hz central frequency.
(a–c) Ray paths. (d–f ) Checkerboard tests with 5 × 5 km2 cell size. We respectively assigned b = 0.75 (Qi = 50) and
d = 0.21 (Qs = 3) for the high intrinsic and scattering anomalies and b = 0.4 (Qi = 100) and d = 23 (Qs = 333) for the low
anomalies. (g–i) Q−1

i distribution. (j–l) Q−1
s distribution. Main geologic features and 2014 earthquakes are superimposed

in Q−1
i and Q−1

s images. The 2014 earthquake swarm below the southeast edge of the resurgent dome (Shelly et al.,
2015) is included in a white square. A1–A3 correspond to the anomalies discussed in the text. West and East labels
correspond to each side of the fault discussed in the text. HSF = Hartely Springs Fault; HCF = Hilton Creek Fault.
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Figure 6. Average values at each frequency band analyzed for the western (WEST) and eastern (EAST) side of Hartley
Springs Fault. Upper panel correspond to intrinsic attenuation average values and bottom panel to scattering
attenuation.

3.4. Anomaly A2: Mammoth Mountain
Average to high intrinsic and scattering attenuation values are observed at Mammoth Mountain, southwest
of the caldera. Sanders (1993) and Ponko and Sanders (1994) image an area of high P-wave attenuation at
4–5 km beneath the east side of Mammoth Mountain, which they interpreted as a region of fractured rock
with supercritical hydrothermal fluids. More recently, Peacock et al. (2016) also inferred a shallow isolated
hydrothermal system in their magnetotelluric (MT) images, which extends to around 3-km depth below the
northeastern part of Mammoth Mountain (C4 in Figure 3 in Peacock et al., 2016). This anomaly is also coinci-
dent with a lower P-wave velocity (Foulger et al., 2003; Lin, 2013; Seccia et al., 2011) and average Vp∕Vs ratio
(Dawson et al., 2016; Foulger et al., 2003; Lin, 2013, 2015). Magmatic CO2 gas emissions in the same area tes-
tify to the system being active (Lewicki et al., 2014, 1998). Based on these complementary studies, average to
high attenuation values may correspond to hot and heterogeneous materials and fluids and we attribute this
anomaly to have a hydrothermal origin.

3.5. Anomaly A3: Resurgent Dome
We observe low intrinsic and very low scattering attenuation anomalies in the center-southeast of the resur-
gent dome. This anomaly is located in the same area as the 2014 earthquake swarm, the largest swarm in
the caldera since the 1997–1998 swarms (Shelly et al., 2015; black dots inside the white square in Figure 5).
Kissling (1988) and Foulger et al. (2003) found lower P-wave velocities in the same region between 3- and
7-km depths. Our low attenuation anomaly is roughly colocated with a high P-wave velocity (Lin, 2015;
Seccia et al., 2011) and a resistive body found by Peacock et al. (2016). In the same region, Prejean et al. (2002)
attributed ascending earthquake swarms to fluids rising from deeper depths. Furthermore, studies of well
Long Valley Exploratory Well (LVEW) and springs close to the resurgent dome found present-day deep tem-
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peratures as low as 100 ∘C and mineral deposits precipitated by hydrothermal systems (Farrar et al., 2003;
Sorey et al., 1991). Low intrinsic and very low scattering anomalies can be attributed to homogeneous con-
solidated and/or cooled bodies (De Lorenzo et al., 2001), and therefore, this body may be interpreted as a
hydrothermally altered body. The region shows low attenuation (consolidated and homogeneous) because
fractures have been filled.

4. Conclusions

We use a diffusion model to separately estimate intrinsic and scattering seismic attenuation coefficients of
Long Valley Caldera using a data set composed by more than 1,700 vertical waveforms for the lowest fre-
quency (4 Hz) and up to 22,000 for the highest frequency (24 Hz). A space weighting function is applied to
image their spatial distribution. Checkerboard tests demonstrate the robustness and stability of the method
and confirm that the obtained anomalies are reproducible with the cell size we use. The regional distributions
of intrinsic and scattering attenuation anomalies do not vary with frequency, indicating that the results are
not a mathematical artifact but image real structures.

The images support the conclusions by other authors that there is a shallow hydrothermal system at
Mammoth Mountain. We interpret the low intrinsic and very low scattering anomalies observed at the loca-
tion of the resurgent dome and the location of 2014 earthquake swarm as mapping a hydrothermally altered
body in which fractures have been filled. We find no anomalies in the upper 8 km of the crust that we can
conclusively attribute to melt. Finally, we image HSF and find that both intrinsic and scattering attenuations
are different on each side of the fault.
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